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Byzanz: ein Imperium der „„langen Dauer““

In the long discussion of imperia viewed diachronically, what distinguishes Byzantium from other
empires is the combination of the following features:
1. The constituent elements of its statehood [res publica] were all Roman. Byzantium was not
only the successor empire to Rome, but it was also a continuation of Rome’s polity itself, its direct
development into the medieval period. This statement conforms not only to Byzantium’s self-
perception through the centuries but it reflects also the image of state structure attested through
the available sources. The new urbs regia on the Bosporus, Constantinopolis, often described as
Nova Roma, was its center and capital, and many other political institutions that developed there
in later periods emerged out of and functioned within this Roman imperial structure.
2. The Byzantine raison d’ état was directed towards serving the main axiom of preserving the
Roman empire’s territory and winning back any lost territory. The continuous contraction from
the initial extension of the Roman borders from the Heraclean Gates at the Atlantic to the Tigris
river, and the Danube in the north and Nubia at the cataracts of Nile in the south in the fourth
century, to a minor-sized state around Constantinople in the fifteenth century characterises an
empire living in constant peril. Thus the history of Byzantium is the story of survival of Rome, and
in this sense it was indeed the history of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire, as conceived by
Edward Gibbon. This defensive attitude, which was described by Dimitri Obolenski as ‘defensive
imperialism’, means actually - in Roman terms - the system of defense of the empire rather than
an imperialist behaviour of a state in the modern terms of the word.
3. Rhetorically this essential and constitutive element of Byzantium’s persistence is presented in
terms of its ecumenical perception; but ecumenical in the sense of the orbis Romanus rather than
the orbis terrarum. The Byzantine oecumene embraced in theory whatever had been Roman at
any time, not ‘the whole inhabited world’ in cosmological broadness.


